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LJT Blackwork Fan sampler September

19th Mar 2024

September, the ninth motif for our Blackwork Fan sampler which I hope you will enjoy. Happy stitching, Lesley.

read more




	

LJT Blackwork fan sampler August

12th Mar 2024

The 8th fan design for August which I hope you will enjoy stitching . Happy stitching, Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blackwork fan sampler July

5th Mar 2024

The 7th fan for July which I hope you will enjoy. Happy stitching everyone. Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blackwork Fan sampler June

27th Feb 2024

The sixth fan design for June which I hope you will enjoy.

Happy stitching, Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blackwork fan sampler May

20th Feb 2024

 The fifth fan motif which I hope you will enjoy. Happy stitching and I hope you all have a good week, Lesley.

read more




	

LJT Blackwork fan sampler April

13th Feb 2024

The fourth fan design for April which I hope you will enjoy. Happy stitching, Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blackwork Fan sampler March

6th Feb 2024

The third design in my Blackwork fan sampler. I hope your week has gone well.

Happy stitching, Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blackwork Fan sampler February

30th Jan 2024

I hope your month has gone well. I'm looking forward to the end of February, lighter nights and warmer days, I hope. Happy stitching, everyone, Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blackwork Fan sampler January

23rd Jan 2024

Where did 12 weeks go!? I do hope many of you have enjoyed the Zodiac designs. It has been really lovely to see some of the results of your lovely stitching. Thank you.

Difficult to know what to do next, but, I have returned to a blackwork theme as there have been quite a few queries from stitchers wondering how to start on this technique. This 12 week sampler is small, so each design is quite achievable to work in just...

read more




	

LJT Blog Zodiac sign Sagittarius

16th Jan 2024

Sagittarius - November 22 to December 21. Those born under this sign are generous, independent and strong willed.

read more




	

LJT Blog Zodiac sign Scorpio 

9th Jan 2024

Scorpio - October 23 to November 21. Those born under this sign are passionate, independent, and unafraid to blaze their own trail no matter what others think.

read more




	

LJT Blog Zodiac sign Libra

2nd Jan 2024

Libra - September 23 to October 22. Those born under this sign are intelligent, kind, and always willing to put others before themselves.

Happy stitching everyone, Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blog Zodiac sign Virgo 

26th Dec 2023

Virgo - August 23 to September 22.  Those born under this sign are industrious, methodical, and efficient.

Happy stitching everyone,

Lesley

 

read more




	

LJT Blog Zodiac sign Leo

19th Dec 2023

Leo - July 23 to August 22. Those born under this sign are bold, intelligent, warm and courageous and natural leaders.

Happy stitching everyone,

Lesley

read more




	

LJT Zodiac sign Cancer

12th Dec 2023

Cancer - June 21 to July 22. Those born under this sign take great pleasure in the comforts of home and family.

Happy stitching everyone,

Lesley

read more




	

LJT Zodiac sign Gemini

5th Dec 2023

Gemini - May 21 to June 20. Those born under this sign are smart, passionate and dynamic.

 Happy stitching,

Lesley

read more




	

LJT Zodiac sign Taurus

28th Nov 2023

Taurus - April 20 to May 20

Those born under this Zodiac sign are loyal, reliable, hard working and practical, but also stubborn, possessive and materialistic.

Happy stitching, 

Lesley

read more




	

LJT Blog Zodiac signs Aries

22nd Nov 2023

Aries - The Ram, March21 to April 19

Those born under the sign of Aries are ambitious, independent and impatient.

Hope you all have a lovely week.

Happy stitching,

Lesley

 

read more
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